Abstract
Introduction
Compared with the robot hiding obstacle the vehicle's hiding obstacle need more accurately time and executive speed in the progress of vehicle's hiding obstacle, it also need thinking of vehicle handing and stability , the vehicle's hiding obstacle belong to large delay and nonlinear complicated system, it is hard to establish an accurate mathematical model. Whether the classical control theory or the modern control theory designs the controllers it'll both need the accurate mathematical model, so it is hard to reach the effective control either with the classical control theory or the modern control theory [1] . Fuzzy control is a computer control system which is based on the fuzzy assembling fuzzy word and fuzzy logic reasoning [2] . Fuzzy control system is a nonlinear control system, so this thesis chooses the fuzzy control strategy with regard to the vehicle's hiding obstacle and make the vehicle hide accurately and fast combining with the features of complex and time-varying.
The basic theory of fuzzy control
Fuzzy control is a computer data control based on fuzzy assembling fuzzy word variable and fuzzy reasoning, it is an intelligent control that simulate way of thinking and control experimental of people, based on physical characteristics of the control system [3] . Fuzzy computing is that shine the observation of the inputting space upon the fuzzy sets of the inputting universe and the observation data in the fuzzy control is always clearly. The fuzzy way contains single fuzzy sets its input 0
and triangular fuzzy sets its input have random measurement noise then
The rule in the fuzzy control always comes from the expert knowledge and expressing the expert knowledge through a group of language description in the fuzzy control usually that IF (satisfy a group of condition） THEN (can deduce a group of conclusion) [5] For the multi-input （MIMO） fuzzy controller its rule base usually that [6] . So it can express the i rule
Then the rule base R is consisted of q sub-rule base and every sub-rule base is consisted of multiinput and multi-output rule （MISO）. For the sub-rules are all independent, so we can only think of one of the MIMO fuzzy [7] reasoning problem that is only thinking of the sub-rule reasoning. The i on their field respectively. All the rules constitute the rule base [8] .
For the i rule the contain [9] .
The total fuzzy contains relation of all n fuzzy control rule is (choose "also" as request union)
If the fuzzy value of the known fuzzy controller is that x is ' A and y is ' B , then deduce it according to fuzzy control rule. It can get the output fuzzy value z （and express it with
Establish the vehicle kinematics model
It's a simplified four wheels vehicle kinematics model
In it  is the direction of the vehicle,  is the steering angle, v is the speed, l is the wheel base, s  the estimation sample time, k is the simulation step, the vehicle hiding obstacle figure as figure1.
In this study if the time that vehicle identify the obstacle is the zero hour and establish the word coordinate system. The path that the vehicle driving is the trajectory of the origin of coordinate, so the steering angle is always computed in the vehicle local coordinate origin so make the obstacle's Turn  NL  NL  NL  NL  NL  NL  NL  NL  SL  SL  SL  SL  SL  SL  SL  SL  ML  ML  ML  ML  ML  ML  ML  ML  BL  BL  BL  BL  BL  BL  BL  BL   NR  NR  SR  SR  MR  MR  BR  BR  NR  NR  SR  SR  MR  MR  BR  BR  NR  NR  SR  SR  MR  MR  BR  BR  NR  NR  SR  SR  MR  MR  BR  BR   DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN  DF  DN   GA  GA  TRM  TRM  TRS  TRS  TRS  TRS  TLS  TLS  TLB  TLB  TRM  TRB  TRS  TRM  TLS  TLS  TLB  TLB  TRB  TRB  TRM  TRB  TLS  TLS  TLM  TLM  TLM  TLB  TLM First choose the relative parameters of computing the fuzzy methods. Second choose the Rules in the View menu then it can observe the fuzzy rules. If you give the input information it can obtain the output accurate control value [10] . The view interface is as figure 2. 
The fuzzy simulation analysis based on MATLAB/Simulink
When the vehicle driving at a uniform speed calculates the transfer function module [11] through laplace transform of the distance L and front wheel angle according to the parameters of vehicle (wheelbase l =2700 mm ) and the coordinate distance between the vehicle and the obstacle, then simulate it in the MATLAB/Simulink. The composition of the fuzzy control system is as figure 6. 
Conclusion
The object of this study is intelligent vehicle avoiding obstacle, establishing fuzzy reasoning judgment model and design the fuzzy PD controller according to its avoiding behavior and characteristics. Establishing the fuzzy rule under the METLAB situation then simulate and analysis then get the conclusion as follows:
1）The result of the simulation expresses that this control model and method can accomplish the vehicle steering and avoiding obstacle well.
2）The simplified four wheels model this thesis referred can describe the external condition and external parameters.
3）The relative pose and distance between vehicle and obstacle obtained by vision sensor as the input of the controller and the front angle as the output have extensive applicability.
4) The fuzzy controller this thesis designs can accomplish module programming and program highly transplantation. It fits for plenty of producing. 
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